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PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL FOR EXCELLENCE IN THE AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

- Securing funding for future programs
- Retaining the history of the program
- Adding Value: Incorporating the PA Youth Institute Experience
FUNDING

- Department of Education
- PA Team Foundation
- College of Agricultural Sciences
- Private Donations

- Alumni and Development
  - Organizing On and Off Campus
PSEAS PROGRAM HISTORY

Pennsylvania Governor’s School for the Ag Sciences began in 1986

2020 30th year offered
BRIDGING EXPERIENCES TO CAREERS

Acquainting participants with a pre-college experience showcasing the scientific and professional opportunities available to them in food, agriculture, and natural resource sciences.

1. Provide an educational programs in agriculture and environmental

2. Challenge these youth to use their talents and intellect in studying and researching the scientific nature of agriculture and related science.

3. Promote an atmosphere of multicultural diversity, dialogue, learning, and respect.
ONE WEEK IN THE LIFE OF “PSEAS”
ADDING WORLD HUNGER

PA YOUTH INSTITUTE
PGSAS-PSEAS 1986-2019
1747 PARTICIPANTS

PGSAS-PSEAS 2014-2019
88% AVERAGE: APPLIED TO PENN STATE
55% AT PENN STATE IN AG SCIENCES MAJORS
AVERAGE GPA 3.21
PENDING 2019 (46% HAVE ACCEPTED OFFER, 15 OFFERS PENDING DECISION)

PYI: 2017-2019
112 PARTICIPANTS
17 GLOBAL SCHOLARS
4 BORLAUG-RUAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS
50+ (PENDING) AT PENN STATE
QUESTIONS?

Tracy S. Hoover tsh102@psu.edu
Jenneth R. Layou jrl1145@psu.edu